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Abstract
· Optogenetics is a new and rapidly evolving gene and

neuroengineering technology that allows optical control of
specific populations of neurons without affecting other
neurons in the brain at high temporal and spatial resolution.
By heterologous expression of the light-sensitive membrane
proteins, cell type-specific depolarization or hyperpolarization
can be optically induced on a millisecond time scale.
Optogenetics has the higher selectivity and specificity
compared to traditional electrophysiological techniques and
pharmaceutical methods. It has been a novel promising tool
for medical research. Because of easy handling, high
temporal and spatial precision, optogenetics has been applied
to many aspects of nervous system research, such as tactual
neural circuit, visual neural circuit, auditory neural circuit and
olfactory neural circuit, as well as research of some
neurological diseases. The review highlights the recent
advances of optogenetics in medical study.
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INTRODUCTION

T he precise control of neuronal activity in space and
time is a major goal in neuroscience and medical

research. Electrical [1-3], magnetic ultrasound [4,5] and

pharmacological [6] stimulation have been used to activate
neural tissue. Although successful to some degree, these
techniques either simultaneously affect surrounding cells
and their processes in addition to the target population or
have slow kinetics and poor reversibility. Recently, genes
that produce light-sensitive proteins have been used to
control the electrical and biochemical activity within defined
cell populations in order to overcome these spatial and
temporal limitations. This strategy is used to genetically
modify neurons so that they produce light-sensitive molecules,
an approach known as optogenetics[7].
Optogenetics combines optics, genetics and bioengineering
to either stimulate or inhibit cellular activity via light-
sensitive proteins. By genetic targeting, optogenetic stimu-
lation and inhibition of heterogeneous brain tissue can be
achieved in a cell type-specific manner. In contrast,
electrical stimulation unselectively interferes with all present
cell types. As light of moderate intensity does not interfere
with neuronal function, optogenetics uniquely combines cell
type-specific control with millisecond time scale temporal
resolution in a fully reversible manner. Once channelrho-
dopsin 2 (ChR2) had been recognized as optical interro-
gation tools in neuroscience, significant efforts have been
made to lift the optogenetic approach to a level of broader
applicability [8-11]. Bioengineering of existing light-sensitive
proteins genes from different microorganisms generated a
variety of chimeric light-sensitive proteins with modified
properties regarding trafficking, kinetics and light
responsivity[12-20]. Optogenetics has been intensively used for
the analysis of complex biological mechanisms [8,9]

and [21-24]. With an optical neural interface,
optogenetic can be used to studied the animal behavior

for freely moving mammals[22,25-27]. Beside neuroscience,
optogenetics also can be used in other research fields such
as cardio-myocytes and embryonic stem cells [28,29].
Optogenetics will be an excellent experimental tool and
therapeutic applications in the future with the continuous
progress in optical technologies and light-sensitive proteins
engineering[19,30-32].
OPTOGENETIC TOOLS
Light Sensitive Proteins The field of optogenetics has
advanced rapidly since 2005 when the technology was first
described by a group of scientists from Stanford University[9,10].
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We now have the means to hyperpolarize neurons by
activating chloride pumps with yellow light [33-36], or
conversely, ways to depolarize neurons by activating
channelrhodopsins (ChRs) [18,37] or engineered step-function
opsins [14,17] with blue or green light[38,39].
Channelrhodopsins (ChRs) ChR-2 was the first ChRs used
to excite neurons with light. It is a cation channel isolated
from the eyespot of algae and maximally
excited by blue 470nm light [8]. Subsequent chimeragenesis,
mutagenesis and bioinformatic approaches have introduced
additional ChRs variants, such as ChR-2 with a H134R
mutation (ChR-2/H134R), ChR-2 with an E123T mutation
(ChETA), Volvox carteri ChR-1 and -2 (VChR-1, VChR-2),
ChR-2 with C128 or D156A mutations (ChR-2/C128X,
ChR-2/D156A), chimera D and EF (ChD, ChEF), and
chimera EF with an I170V mutation (ChIEF). Each of these
ChR variants has unique features and limitations [40].
Recently, a ChR-2 (T159C) mutant has been developed by a
joint three-laboratory team composed of the labs of Peter
Hegemann at Humboldt University, Karl Deisseroth at
Stanford University and Thomas Oertner at the Friedrich
Miescher Institute. When expressed in neurons, the T159 C
mutant elicits photocurrents almost twofold larger than those
of wild-type ChR-2 [24]. Researchers can use the T159 C
mutant to activate neurons with dimmer light pulses, which
will be handy when performing experiments . As
with previous higher-current ChR-2 mutants, however, the
closure of the TC mutant's ion channel after a light stimulus
is slightly longer. To tackle this, the group combines the TC
mutation with the E123T mutation or 'ChETA'. The double
E123T,T159C (ET-TC) mutant exhibits both increased
photocurrents and faster kinetics compared to wild-type
ChR-2 [41]. By modifying one residue in wild-type ChR-2,
the Kleinlogel group generated a mutant with higher
calcium permeability, called‘CatCh’[19]. After expressed in
nonneuronal cells, CatCh's modest preference for
calciumions elicits approximately three times higher
currents and a slight slowdown of its kinetics compared to
wild-type ChR-2. But when expressed in neurons, the cell's
light sensitivity increased nearly 70-fold and its membrane
produced a surprisingly rapid and complete repolarization
after each spike. CatCh can act as a light-gated
membrane-bound calcium source.
Opto -XRs Opto-XRs (opto-茁2AR, opto-琢1AR) are
synthetic chimaeric transmembrane proteins that have an
extracellular component derived from a light-sensitive
rhodopsin, and an intracellular component that is derived
from other G protein coupled receptors, such as various
specific adrenergic receptors. In cells expressing these
‘Opto-XRs’, distinct second messenger cascades can be
induced by illumination[13].
Halorhodopsin Halorhodopsins are light-sensitive chloride

pumps isolated from two strains of archaea,
(HsHR) and (NpHR).

Illumination of HsHR- or NpHR-expressing oocytes leads to
rapid outward currents and both have excitation maxima
near 580nm. HsHR was found to have a lower extracellular
Cl- affinity than NpHR and measured currents showed rapid
rundown at low extracellular Cl- concentrations that did not
fully recover in the dark. Halorhodopsin pumps are thought
to have a very low affinity for Cl- on the cytoplasmic side of
the membrane where Cl- is released, because halorhodopsin-
mediated chloride pumping can achieve molar concen-
trations of cytoplasmic Cl-. The pump currents exhibited a
more or less linear voltage dependence, and the Cl- current
was robust for both halorhodopsins across all physiological
voltage regimes. NpHR was chosen for neuronal appli-
cations on the basis of its higher extracellular Cl- affinity
and stability[35].
Expression Systems Delivering Genes That Produce Light
Sensitive Proteins in the Cell A major aspect of
optogenetics is the delivery of genes that produce light-
sensitive proteins in the neurons. Different genes can be
selectively expressed in defined subsets of neurons
using a variety of expression targeting strategies.
Viral Vectors Lentivirus and adeno-associated virus (AAV)
can be used to transfect genes that will produce light-
sensitive protein expression in a wide range of experimental
subjects ranging from rodents to primates [42]. Most of the
common AAV and lentivirus vectors carry strong ubiquitous
or pan-neuronal promoters, while others have more specific
promoter fragments that retain cell type-specificity, allowing
selective targeting in animals that are not accessible to
transgenic technology. For example, adding the myosin-Va
binding domain (MBD) of melanophilin to the C-terminus
of ChR-2-yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) produces
somato-dendritic localization but is largely excluded from
the axon [43]. Fusing the II-III loop from Nav1.2 to the
extracellular domain of neurofascin [44], green fluorescent
protein (GFP) [45] or YFP [46] produces reliable localization in
initial segment of the axon in dissociated hippocampal
cultures.
Although cell-specific promoters are effective at restricting
gene expression to subsets of genetically defined neurons,
some promoters have weak transcriptional activity. To
amplify the transcriptional activity in a cell specific manner,
conditional AAV vectors [47,48] have been developed recently
to capitalize on the numerous cell-specific Cre-driver
transgenic mouse lines that have been made available by
individual labs and collective projects such as GENSAT.
These conditional AAV expression vectors carry transgene
cassettes that are activated only in the presence of Cre. The
use of strong ubiquitous promoters to drive the Cre-activated
transgene selectively amplifies light-sensitive protein gene
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expression levels only in the cells of interest.
Electroporation Specific cell types can also be develop-
mentally targeted by electroporation[49,50] of precisely
timed embryos. electroporation has been used to
express light-sensitive proteins in inhibitory neurons of the
striatum or in the hippocampus [50,51]. In addition, unlike viral
delivery methods, electroporation can be used to
deliver DNA fragments of any size, therefore permitting the
use of larger promoter segments to achieve higher cell-type
specificity. Electroporation also allows a high copy number
of genes to be introduced into the target cells.
Transgenic animal Transgenic technology can be used to
restrict gene expression to specific subsets of neurons in
mice or rats. Light-sensitive protein genes can be func-
tionally expressed in subsets of neurons in intact circuits
using either short transgene cassettes carrying recombinant
promoters or bacterial-artificial-chromosome based trans-
genic constructs. Several transgenic mouse lines carrying
ChR-2 under the Thy-1 promoter, which have been proven
to be useful for a wide array of experiments, have been
generated without any noticeable behavioral or reproductive
defects[12,52,53].
Light Sources Activation of neural circuits containing
light-sensitive proteins can be obtained by several means.
Xenon arc lamps, light emitting diodes (LEDs) and lasers
can provide the proper wavelengths for situations,
such as brain slice preparations and cell cultures. LEDs can
be used for illuminating superficial brain areas and
implantable laser-coupled optic fibers have been used to
illuminate deeper brain structures in living animals[54].
Readout Several classes of circuit readout are compatible
with optogenetic control. Voltage-sensitive dye (VSD)
imaging can be combined with optogenetic techniques to
conduct all-optical stimulation and imaging of evoked
circuit responses in brain slices. VSDs are lipophilic
molecules whose optical absorbance or emission properties
vary depending on the electrical potential across the
membrane. High-speed cameras that capture changes in the
optical signal during VSD imaging allows researchers to
measure electrical activity changes in neurons on a
millisecond timescale and with micro-scale spatial
resolution [55-58]. Optically compatible VSDs, such as RH-155
(absorption -700nm), are sufficiently separated from the
excitation peaks of ChR-2, VChR-1 and NpHR to permit
multimodal all-optical stimulation and imaging [52,53].
A second class of readout involves control integrated
with either or both electrical recordings and behavioral
measures. Targeting light-stimulation and electrical-
recording devices so that they reach the delivery site of
light-sensitive protein genes poses an experimental
challenge that can be readily overcome with the appropriate

protocol. A fiber-optic based optical neural interface has
been developed to meet this challenge [25] and uses
stereotactically implanted cannula guides to achieve targeted
virus infusion and light delivery into the desired brain
structure.
OPTOGENETIG APPROACHES IN MEDICAL
SCIENCE
Up to now, optogenetic approaches have been shown to be
superior to any other technology for selective stimulation of
defined cell populations[59]. Traditional metal electrodes have
limited cell selectivity, primarily due to their low spatial
resolution and inability to selectively activate different
neuronal subtypes within the electrical field generated by
the current stimulus. Drug uncaging by light stimulation can
overcome some of the limitations of electrical stimulation
but lacks the ultrafast dynamics of optogenetics, which
operates on a millisecond timescale[60].
Optogenetic tools offer new ways to analyze neuronal
circuits. For example, the input axons can be selectively
targeted by cell specific expression of the optogenetic tools.
Because axons survive in a slice preparation, long-range
connections remain viable and can be specifically activated
by light, and the optical trigger does not interfere with the
electrical recordings. Petreanu [61] mapped the synapses
with pyramidal neurons in the mouse barrel cortex by
expressed ChR-2 in the whisker motor cortex and local
excitatory neurons. ChR-2 expression in layer-5 of the
motor cortex of transgenic mice enabled the topographic
mapping of motor cortex and muscle innervation [62]. Cardin

[63] used this technology to analyze the neuronal origins
of cortical gamma oscillations .
The artificial activation or inactivation of defined neuronal
populations within a neuronal circuit can reveal which
neurons are necessary for a speci c behavioral task.
Optogenetic tools make it possible to determine which
neurons are suf cient to elicit speci c behaviors. In

, when ChR-2 was expressed in mechanosensory
neurons, light evoked withdrawal behaviors could be evoked
that are normally elicited by mechanical stimulation [64].
Conversely illumination of NpHR in cholinergic motor
neurons using the vesicular acetylcholine transporter
promoter, strongly reduced or essentially stopped swimming
behavior [33]. In ChR-2 transgenic Drosophila, stimulating a
nociceptor with blue light elicited a 'pain' response. In freely
behaving adult flies, rapid photoactivation of targeted
gustatory sensory neurons, modulatory dopaminergic
neurons, and motor neurons triggered a proboscis extension
response, escape reflex, or changes in the pattern of
locomotion, respectively, with precise temporal control [65].
By using complementary optogenetic activation and targeted
silencing of sensory neurons it was found that Drosophila
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larvae "roll" with a motor pattern that is completely distinct
from the style of locomotion used for foraging. A single
class of neuron (class IV multidendritic neuron) was found
to be sufficient and necessary for triggering the unusual
rolling behavior [66]. Similarly, an aversive locomotion
response to CO2 could be mimicked by light-activated
sensory neurons specifically responsive to CO2

[67]. In
zebrafish, photoactivation of ChR-2 in genetically defined
populations of somatosensory neurons triggered escape
behaviors and even a single action potential in a single
sensory neuron was at times sufficient to evoke escape
behavior [68]. When ChR-2 was specifically expressed in
dopaminergic neurons and activated by light stimulus paired
with an odor stimulus this induced an aversive memory
formation. In contrast, when tyraminergic and octopa-
minergic neurons were activated through ChR-2, a
simultaneously perceived odor was learned to be more
attractive [69]. Tsai [22] specifically targeted mouse
dopaminergic neurons with ChR-2 and found that phasic
activation of these neurons with an optic fiber was sufficient
to drive behavioral conditioning and elicited dopamine
transients with magnitudes not achieved by longer,
lower-frequency spiking.
POSSIBLE CLINICAL APPLICATIONS
Optogenetics has the potential to advance clinical neuro-
modulation. Genetic control makes it possible to develop
more precise therapies by restricting the excited or inhibited
neurons to the disease-relevant population. Moreover, the
ability to simultaneously record electrical activity during
optical stimulation without electrical artefacts makes it
possible to engage in responsive neuromodulation by
dynamically adjusting the stimulation or inhibition intensity
based on feedback from the activity state in the brain.
Optogenetics opens new opportunities for more systematic
delineation of disease mechanisms and better treatments.
Optogenetic is a potentially useful tool for restoring vision
in patients with photoreceptor degeneration. The rod and
cone cells of the mammalian retina are the principal
photoreceptors for image-forming vision. They transmit
information by means of a chain of intermediate cells to the
retinal ganglion cells, which in turn send signals from the
retina to the brain. The death of photoreceptor cells caused
by retinal degenerative diseases often results in a complete
loss of retinal responses to light. It has recently been shown
that ectopic retinal expression of light sensitive protein,
channelrhodopsin-2 [30,31,70] or melanopsin [16], can restore
simple visual abilities in genetically blind mice and rats[71-73].
Coexpression of ChR2/HaloR in retinal ganglion cells can
produce ON, OFF, and even ON-OFF responses, depending
on the wavelength of the light stimulus [74]. These
Experiments indicate that optogenetic tool can provide a
viable and efficacious clinical therapy for photoreceptor

disease-related blindness.
By using optogenetic neuromodulation, several brain
diseases had be treated or studied in animal models.
Experiment showed that light activation of ChR-2-
expressing cells was sufficient to bring about recovery of
respiratory diaphragmatic motor activity. Alilain [75]

induced spinal neurons in and around the phrenic motor
pool to express ChR-2 and subsequent photostimulation
restored respiratory motor function in adult animals with
cervical spinal cord injuries. Optical deep brain stimulation
may be a refined substitute for electrical stimulation to
alleviate symptoms for different pathological conditions
such as Parkinson's disease [76], depression [77],
obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) [78], chronic pain [79,80]

and Epilepsy[81].
In conclusion, optogenetic is still a relatively new
technology but it has already been proven to be a highly
effective tool for dissecting normal brain function and
disease mechanisms. Although the therapeutic potentials for
its human clinical application are still to be proven, several
encouraging studies, together with the constant development
of more advanced tools for optogenetics, have outlined great
hope. The limiting factor here is the safe delivery of
transgenes into somatic cells of humans. If this hurdle can
be overcome in the future, optogenetics might provide a
useful strategy for many medical applications.
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